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LOW-COMPLEXITY MODULAR POLICIES: LEARNING TO
PLAY PAC-MAN AND A NEW FRAMEWORK BEYOND MDPS
ISTVÁN SZITA AND ANDRÁS LRINCZ
Abstrat. In this paper we propose a method that learns to play Pa-Man.
We dene a set of high-level observation and ation modules. Ations are tem-
porally extended, and multiple ation modules may be in eet onurrently.
A deision of the agent is represented as a rule-based poliy. For learning,
we apply the ross-entropy method, a reent global optimization algorithm.
The learned poliies reahed better sore than the hand-rafted poliy, and
neared the sore of average human players. We argue that learning is suess-
ful mainly beause (i) the poliy spae inludes the ombination of individual
ations and thus it is suiently rih, (ii) the searh is biased towards low-
omplexity poliies and low omplexity solutions an be found quikly if they
exist. Based on these priniples, we formulate a new theoretial framework,
whih an be found in the Appendix as supporting material.
1. Introdution
During the last two deades, reinforement learning has reahed a mature
state, and has been laid on solid foundations. We have a large variety of algo-
rithms, inluding value-funtion based, diret poliy searh and hybrid methods
(Sutton and Barto, 1998; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996). The basi properties of
many suh algorithms are relatively well understood (e.g. onditions for onver-
gene, omplexity, eet of various parameters et.), although it is needless to say
that there are still lots of important open questions. There are also plenty of test
problems (like various maze-navigation tasks, pole-balaning, ar on the hill et.)
on whih the apabilities of RL algorithms have been demonstrated, and the num-
ber of suessful large-sale RL appliations is also growing steadily. However, there
is still a sore need for more suessful appliations to validate the plae of RL as a
major branh of artiial intelligene.
We think that games (inluding the diverse set of lassial board games, ard
games, modern omputer games et.) are ideal test environments for reinforement
learning. Games are intended to be interesting and hallenging for human intelli-
gene and therefore, they are ideal means to explore what artiial intelligene is
still missing. Furthermore, most games t well into the RL paradigm: they are
goal-oriented sequential deision problems, where eah deision an have long-term
eet. In many ases, hidden information, random events, unknown environment,
known, or unknown players aount for (part of) the diulty of playing the game.
Suh irumstanes are in the fous of the reinforement learning idea. They are
also attrative for testing new methods: the deision spae is huge in most ases,
so nding a good strategy is a hallenging task.
There is another great advantage of games as test problems: the rules of the
games are xed, so the danger of `tailoring the task to the algorithm'  i.e., to
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tweak the rules and/or the environment so that they meet the apabilities of the
proposed RL algorithm  is redued, ompared, e.g., to various maze navigation
tasks.
RL has been tried in many lassial games, inluding hekers (Samuel, 1959),
bakgammon (Tesauro, 1994), and hess Baxter et al. (2001). On the other hand,
modern omputer games got into the spotlight only reently, and there are not very
many suessful attempts to learn them with AI tools. Notable exeptions are, e.g.,
role-playing game Baldur's Gate (Spronk et al., 2003), real-time strategy game
Wargus (Ponsen and Spronk, 2004)), and possibly, Tetris (Szita and L®rinz,
2006). These games are also interesting from the point of view of RL, as they
ath dierent aspets of human intelligene: instead of deep and wide logial de-
dution hains, most modern omputer games need short-term strategies, but many
observations have to be onsidered in parallel, and both the observation spae and
the ation spae an be huge.
In this spirit, we deided to investigate the arade game Pa-Man. The game is
interesting on its own, as it is largely unsolved, but also imposes several important
questions in RL, whih we will overview in Setion 7. We will show that a hy-
brid approah is more suessful than either tabula rasa learning or a hand-oded
strategy alone. We will provide hand-oded high-level ations and observations,
and the task of RL is to learn how to ombine them into a good poliy. We will
apply rule-based poliies beause they are easy to interpret, and it is easy to inlude
human domain-knowledge. For learning, we will apply the ross-entropy method,
a reently developed general optimization algorithm.
In the next setion we overview the Pa-Man game and the related literature. We
also investigate the emerging questions upon asting this game as a reinforement
learning task. In setions 3 and 4 we give a short desription of rule-based poliies
and the ross-entropy optimization method, respetively. In setion 5 we desribe
the details of the learning experiments, and in setion 6 we present our results.
Finally, in setion 7 we summarize and disuss our approah with an emphasis on
its impliations for other RL problems.
2. Pa-Man and reinforement learning
2.1. The Pa-Man game. The video-game Pa-Man was rst released in 1979,
and reahed immense suess, it is onsidered to be one of the most popular video
games to date (Wikipedia, 2006).
The player maneuvers Pa-Man in a maze (see Fig. 1), while `eating' the dots in
the maze. There are 174 dots, eah one is worth 10 points. A level is nished when
all the dots are eaten. To make things more diult, there are also four ghosts in
the maze `who' try to ath Pa-Man, and if they sueed, Pa-Man loses a `life'.
Initially, `he' has three lives, and gets an extra life after reahing 10,000 points.
There are four power-up items in the orners of the maze, alled power dots
(worth 40 points). After Pa-Man eats a power dot, the ghosts turn blue for a short
period, they slow down and try to esape from Pa-Man. During this time, Pa-Man
is able to eat them, whih is worth 200, 400, 800 and 1600 points, onseutively.
The point values are reset to 200 eah time another power dot is eaten, so it is
advantageous for the player to eat all four ghosts per power dot. After being eaten,
ghosts are `reborn' in the enter of the maze.
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Figure 1. Pa-Man.
Our investigations are restrited to learning an optimal poliy for the rst level,
so the maximum ahievable sore is 174 · 10+ 4 · 40+4 · (200+400+800+1600) =
13, 900.1
In the original version of Pa-Man, ghosts move on a omplex but deterministi
route, so it is possible to learn a deterministi ation sequene that does not require
any observations. Many suh patterns were found by enthusiasti players. In our
implementation, ghosts moved randomly in 20% of the time and straight towards
Pa-Man in the remaining 80%, but ghosts may not turn bak (in aordane
with the original implementation). This way, there is no single optimal ation
sequene, observations are required for optimal deision making. Similar methods
of randomization are implemented in many Pa-Man's sequels (e.g., Ms. Pa-Man).
2.2. Previous work on Pa-Man. Although the game an be properly formalized
as a nite MDP, the resulting model would have about 1070 states. The learning
task is hard even with approximation tehniques, so the only RL approah known
to us (Bonet and Stauer, 1999) restrits observations to a 10×10 window entered
at Pa-Man. Through a series of inreasingly diult learning tasks, they were able
to teah basi pellet-olleting and ghost-avoidane behaviors in greatly simplied
versions of the game: they used simple mazes ontaining no power pellet and only
one ghost.
There have been several other attempts using geneti algorithms, and the only
full-sale Pa-Man learner that we know uses geneti algorithms with hand-rafted
features and it applies a neural network position evaluator (Luas, 2005).
1
The rules of the original Pa-Man game are slightly dierent. The above desription applies
to the open-soure Pa-Man implementation of Courtillat (2001). The two versions are about
equivalent in terms of omplexity and entertainment value.
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2.3. Pa-Man as an RL task. Pa-Man meets all the riteria of a reinforement
learning task. The agent has to make a sequene of deisions that depend on its
observations. The environment is stohasti (the path of ghosts is unpreditable).
There is also a well-dened reward funtion (the sore for eating things), and ations
inuene the olleted reward in the remote future.
The full desription of the state would inlude (1) whether the dots have been
eaten (one bit for eah dot and one for eah power dot), (2) the position and di-
retion of Pa-Man, (3) the position and diretion of the four ghosts, (4) whether
the ghosts are blue (one bit for eah ghost), (5) the number of lives left. The re-
sulting state spae is enormous, so some kind of funtion approximation or feature-
extration are neessary for RL.
The ation spae seems less problemati, as there are only four basi ations: go
north/south/east/west. However, a typial game onsists of multiple hundreds of
steps, so the number of possible ombinations is still enormous. This indiates the
need for temporally extended ations.
We have a moderate amount of domain knowledge about Pa-Man: on one
hand, it is quite easy to dene high-level observations and ation modules that
are potentially useful. On the other hand, onstruting a well-performing poliy
seems muh more diult. Therefore, we hose a hybrid approah: we use domain
knowledge to preproess the state information and to dene ation modules, and
ombine them into a rule-based poliy. However, we use poliy searh reinforement
learning to learn the proper ombination.
3. Rule-based poliies
In a basi formulation, a rule is a sentene of the form "if Condition holds,
then do Ation". A rule-based poliy is a set of rules with some mehanism for
breaking ties, i.e., to deide whih rule is exeuted, if there are multiple rules with
satised onditions.
Rule-based poliies are human-readable, it is easy to inlude domain knowledge,
and they are able to represent omplex behaviors. For these reasons, they are often
used in many areas of artiial intelligene, e.g. (Spronk et al., 2003).
In order to apply rule-based poliies to Pa-Man, we need to speify four things:
(1) what are the possible ations (2) what are the possible onditions and how are
they onstruted from observations, (3) How to make rules form onsitions and
ations, and (4) how to ombine the rules into poliies. These will be desribed in
the following setions.
3.1. Ation modules. We an dene a list of potentially useful ation modules
for Pa-Man (see Table 1). Some of these are intuitive, while the last ve were
dedued by playing and analyzing the game.
Note that these modules are not exlusive. For example, while esaping from the
ghosts, Pa-Man may prefer the route where more dots an be eaten, or it may want
to head towards a power dot. Without the possibility of suh parallel ations, the
performane of the Pa-Man agent may be redued, and preliminary experiments
showed that this is the ase, indeed.
We need a mehanism for onit resolution, beause dierent ation modules
may suggest dierent diretions. We do this by assigning priorities to the modules.
When the agent swithes on an ation module, he also deides its priority. This is
also a deision, and learning this deision is part of the learning task.
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Table 1. List of ation modules used for rule onstrution.
Name Desription
ToDot Go towards the nearest dot.
ToPowerDot Go towards the nearest power dot.
FromPowerDot Go in diretion opposite to the nearest power dot.
ToEdGhost Go towards the nearest edible (blue) ghost.
FromGhost Go in diretion opposite to the nearest ghost.
ToSafeJuntion For all four diretions, the "safety" of the nearest
juntion is estimated in that diretion. If Pa-Man
is n steps away from the juntion and the nearest
ghost is k steps away, then the safety value of this
juntion is n− k. A negative value means that Pa-
Man possibly annot reah that juntion. Pa-Man
goes towards the maximally safe juntion.
FromGhostCenter Go in a diretion whih maximizes the Eulidean dis-
tane from the geometrial enter of ghosts.
KeepDiretion Go further in the urrent diretion (or turn right/left
if that is impossible).
ToLowerGhostDensity Eah ghost denes a density loud (with radius =
10 and linear deay). Pa-Man goes in the diretion
where the umulative ghost density dereases fastest.
ToGhostFreeArea Chooses a loation on the board where the minimum
ghost distane is largest, and heads towards it on the
shortest path.
We implemented this with the following mehanism: a deision of the agent
onerns ation modules: the agent an either swith on or, swith o an ation
module. That is, the agent is able to use any subset of the ation modules  at
least in priniple , instead of seleting a single one at eah time step. Basially,
the module(s) with highest priority deide(s) the diretion of Pa-Man. If there are
more than one equally ranked diretions, or modules with equal priority suggest
dierent diretions, then lower-priority modules are heked. If the diretion an-
not be deided after heking all swithed-on modules, then a random diretion is
hosen.
3.2. Conditions and Observations. Similarly to ations, we an easily dene a
list of observations whih are potentially useful for deision making. The obser-
vations and their desriptions are summarized in Table 2. Distanes denote the
"length of the shortest path", unless noted otherwise. Distane to a partiular
objet type is `innite' if no suh objet exists at that moment.
Now we have the neessary tools for dening the onditions of a rule. A typial
ondition is true if its observations are in a given range. We note that the status
of eah ation module is also important for proper deision making. For example,
the agent may deide that if a ghost is very lose, then it swithes o all modules
exept the esape module. Therefore we allow onditions that hek whether an
ation module is `on' or `o'.
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Table 2. List of observations used for rule onstrution.
Name Desription
Constant Constant 1 value.
NearestDot Distane of nearest dot.
NearestPowerDot Distane of nearest power dot.
NearestGhost Distane of nearest ghost.
NearestEdGhost Distane of nearest edible (blue) ghost.
MaxJuntionSafety For all four diretions, the "safety" of the nearest
juntion in that diretion is estimated, as dened
in the desription of ation "ToSafeJuntion". The
observation returns the value of the maximally safe
juntion.
GhostCenterDist Eulidean distane from the geometrial enter of
ghosts.
DotCenterDist Eulidean distane from the geometrial enter of un-
eaten dots.
GhostDensity Eah ghost denes a density loud (with radius = 10
and linear deay). Returns the value of the umula-
tive ghost density.
For the sake of simpliity, onditions were restrited to have the
form "[observation℄ > [value℄", "[observation℄ < [value℄", "[ation℄+",
"[ation℄-", or the onjuntion of suh terms. For example,
"(NearestDot<5) and (NearestGhost>8) and (FromGhost+)"
is a valid ondition for our rules.
3.3. Construting rules from onditions and ations. Now, we have on-
ditions and ations. A rule has the form: "if [Condition℄ holds, then do
[Ation℄". For example,
"if (NearestDot<5) and (NearestGhost>8) and (FromGhost+)
then FromGhostCenter+"
is a valid rule. In all of our experiments, we onsidered only rules with at most
three onditions.
3.4. Construting poliies from rules. Deision lists are standard forms of on-
struting poliies from single rules. This is the approah we pursue here, too. Dei-
sion lists are simply lists of rules, together with a mehanism that deides the order
in whih the rules are heked.
We assign priorities to eah rule. When the agent has to make a deision, it
heks its list of rules, starting with the highest priority ones. If the onditions of a
rule are fullled, then the orresponding ation is exeuted, and the deision-making
proess halts.
Note that in priniple, the priority of a rule an be dierent from the priority of
ation modules. However, for the sake of simpliity, we make no distintion: if a
rule with priority k swithes on an ation module, then the priority of the ation
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module is also taken as k. Intuitively, this makes sense: if an important rule is
ativated, then its eet should also be important. Naturally, if a rule with priority
k swithes o a module, then it is exeuted, regardless of the priority of the module.
3.5. An example. Let us onsider the example shown in Table 3. This is a rule-
based poliy for the Pa-Man agent.
Table 3. A sample rule-based poliy. Braketed numbers
denote priorities, [1℄ is the highest priority.
Rule No. Priority Rule
Rule 1 [1℄ if (NearestGhost<4) then FromGhost+
Rule 2 [1℄ if (NearestGhost>7) and (JuntionSafety>4)
then FromGhost-
Rule 3 [2℄ if (NearestEdGhost>99) then ToEdGhost-
Rule 4 [2℄ if (NearestEdGhost<99) then ToEdGhost+
Rule 5 [3℄ if (Constant>0) then KeepDiretion+
Rule 6 [3℄ if (FromPowerDot-) then ToPowerDot+
Rule 7 [3℄ if (GhostDensity<1.5) and
(NearestPowerDot<5) then FromPowerDot+
Rule 8 [3℄ if (NearestEdGhost>99) then FromPowerDot-
Rule 9 [3℄ if (NearestPowerDot>10) then FromPowerDot-
The rst two rules manage ghost avoidane: if a ghost is too lose, then the
agent should ee, and should do so until it gets to a safe distane. Ghost avoid-
ane has priority over any other ativities. The next two rules regulate that if
there is an edible ghost on the board, then the agent should hase it (the value of
NearestEdGhost is innity (> 99) if there are no edible ghosts, but it is ≤ 41 on our
board, if there are). This ativity has also relatively high priority, beause eating
ghosts is worth lots of points, but it must be done before the blue olor of the ghost
disappears, so it must be done quikly. The fth rule says that the agent should
not turn bak, if all diretions are equally good. This rule prevents unneessary
zigzagging (when no dots are eaten), and it is surprisingly eetive. The remaining
rules tweak the management of power dots. Basially, the agent prefers to eat a
power dot. However, if there are blue ghosts on the board, then a power dot resets
the sore ounter to 200, so it is a bad move. Furthermore, if ghost density is low
around the agent, then most probably it will be hard to ollet all of the ghosts, so
it is preferable to wait with eating the power dot.
The mehanism of deision making is depited in Fig 2. In short, the (hidden)
state-spae is the world of the Pa-Man and the Ghosts. The dynamis of this
(hidden) state-spae determines the vetor of observations, whih an be heked
by the onditions. If the onditions of a rule are satised, the orresponding ation
module is swithed on or o. As a onsequene, multiple ations may be in eet at
one. For example, the deision depited in Fig. 2 sets two ations to work together.
3.6. Learning rule-based poliies by poliy searh. We will perform poliy
searh RL in the spae of rule-based poliies. Our algorithm will onstrut poliies
aording to its parameter set. The poliies will be tested in the environment, by
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Figure 2. Deision-making Mehanism of Pa-Man agent.
using them to ontrol Pa-Man and measure the olleted rewards. The results
of these tests are then used to improve the parameter set, and onsequently, the
poliy onstrution proedure.
4. The ross-entropy method
Our goal is to learn a rule-based poliy that has the form desribed in the previous
setion, by performing poliy searh in the spae of all legal rule-based poliies.
For this searh we apply the ross-entropy method, a reently published global
optimization algorithm (Rubinstein, 1999). Below we summarize the mehanism of
this method briey.
4.1. The general form of the algorithm. The ross-entropy (CE) method is a
general algorithm for (approximately) solving global optimization tasks of the form
(1) x
∗ := argmax
x
f(x).
where f is a general objetive funtion (e.g., we do not need to assume ontinuity
or dierentiability). While most optimization algorithms maintain a single an-
didate solution x(t) in eah time step, CE maintains a distribution over possible
solutions. From this distribution, solution andidates are drawn at random. This is
essentially random guessing, but with a nie trik it is turned into a highly eetive
optimization method.
Random guessing is an overly simple `optimization' method: we draw many
samples from a xed distribution g, then selet the best sample as an estimation
of the optimum. In the limit ase of innitely many samples, random guessing
nds the global optimum. We have two notes here: (i) as it has been shown
by Wolpert and Maready (1997), for the most general problems, uniform random
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guessing is not worse than any other method, (ii) nonetheless, for pratial prob-
lems, uniform random guessing an be extremely ineient. Thus, random guessing
is safe to start with, but as one proeeds with the olletion of experienes, it should
be limited as muh as possible.
The eieny of random guessing depends greatly on the distribution g from
whih the samples are drawn. For example, if g is sharply peaked around x 6= x∗,
then a tremendous number of examples are needed to get a good estimate of the
global optimum. The ase is the opposite, if the distribution is sharply peaked at
x
∗
: very few samples may be suient to get a good estimate. Naturally, nding a
good distribution is at least as hard as nding x
∗
.
The idea of CE is that after drawing moderately many samples from distribution
g, we may not be able to give an aeptable approximation of x∗, but we may still
obtain a better sampling distribution. We will pik g from a family of parameterized
distributions, denoted by G, and desribe an algorithm that iteratively improves the
parameters of the distribution g.
For eah γ ∈ R, the set of high-valued samples,
Lˆγ := {x
(i) | f(x(i)) ≥ γ, 1 ≤ i ≤ N},
provides an approximation to the level set
Lγ := {x | f(x) ≥ γ}.
Let Uγ be the uniform distribution over the level set Lγ . For large values of γ, this
distribution will be peaked around x
∗
, so it would be suitable for random sampling.
There are two problems with that: (i) for large γ values Lˆγ will ontain very few
points (possibly none), making aurate approximation impossible, and (ii) the level
set Lγ is usually not a member of the parameterized distribution family.
CE avoids the rst problem by making a ompromise in the hoie of γ: it prefers
large improvements, so does not set γ too low, but it does not set γ too high either
in order to keep plenty of samples in Lˆγ . This ompromise is ahieved as follows:
CE hooses a ratio ρ ∈ [0, 1] and adjusts Lˆ to be the set of the best ρ ·N samples.
This orresponds to setting γ := f(x(ρ·N)), provided that the samples are arranged
in dereasing order of their values. The best ρ · N samples are alled the elite
samples. In pratie, ρ is typially hosen from the range [0.02, 0.1].
The other problem is solved by hanging the goal of the approximation: CE
hooses the distribution g from the distribution family G that approximates best
the empirial distribution over Lˆγ . The best g is found by minimizing the distane
of G and the uniform distribution over the elite samples. The measure of distane
is the ross-entropy distane (often alled Kullbak-Leibler divergene). The ross-
entropy distane of two distributions g and h is dened as
(2) DCE(g||h) =
∫
g(x) log
g(x)
h(x)
dx
The general form of the ross-entropy method is summarized in Table 4. It
is known that under mild regularity onditions, the CE method onverges with
probability 1 (Margolin, 2004). Furthermore, for a suiently large population,
the global optimum is found with high probability.
4.2. The ross-entropy method for Bernoulli distribution. For many pa-
rameterized distribution families, the parameters of the minimum ross-entropy
member an be omputed easily from simple statistis of the elite samples. We
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input: G %parametrized distribution family
input: g0 ∈ G %initial distribution
input: N %population size
input: ρ %seletion ratio
input: T %number of iterations
for t from 0 to T − 1, %CE iteration main loop
for i from 1 to N ,
draw x
(i)
from distribution gt %draw N samples
ompute fi := f(x
(i)) %evaluate them
sort fi-values in desending order
γt+1 := fρ·N %level set threshold
Et+1 := {x
(i) | f(x(i)) ≥ γt+1} %get elite samples
gt+1 := argming∈G DCE(g||Uniform(Et+1)) %get nearest distrib. from G
end loop
Table 4. Pseudo-ode of the general ross-entropy method
provide the formulae for Bernoulli distributions, as these are needed for our pur-
poses. The derivations and a list of other disrete and ontinuous distributions that
have simple update rules an be found in the tutorial of de Boer et al. (2004).
Let the domain of optimization be D = {0, 1}m, and eah omponent be drawn
from independent Bernoulli distributions, i.e. G = Bernoullim. Eah distribution
g ∈ G is parameterized with an m-dimensional vetor p = (p1, . . . , pm). When
using g for sampling, omponent j of the sample x ∈ D will be
(3) xj =
{
1, with probability pj ;
0, with probability 1− pj .
After drawing N samples x(1), . . .x(N) and xing a threshold value γ, let E
denote the set of elite samples, i.e.,
(4) E := {x(i) | f(x(i)) ≥ γ}
With this notation, the distribution g′ with minimum CE-distane from the uniform
distribution over the elite set has the following parameters:
p
′ := (p′1, . . . , p
′
m), where(5)
p′j :=
∑
x
(i)∈E χ(x
(i)
j =1)∑
x
(i)∈E 1
=
∑
x
(i)∈E χ(x
(i)
j =1)
ρ ·N
(6)
In other words, the parameters of g′ are simply the omponentwise empirial prob-
abilities of 1's in the elite set. For the derivation of this rule, see de Boer et al.
(2004).
Changing the distribution parameters from p to p
′
an be too oarse, so in some
ases, applying a step-size parameter α is preferable. The resulting algorithm is
summarized in Table 5.
We will also need to optimize funtions over D = {1, 2, . . . ,K}m with K >
2. In the simplest ase, distributions over this domain an be parameterized by
m ·K parameters: p = (p1,1, . . . , p1,K ; . . . ; pm,1, . . . , pm,K) with 0 ≤ pj,k ≤ 1 and∑K
k=1 pj,k = 1 for eah j (this is a speial ase of the multinomial distribution).
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input: p0 = (p0,1, . . . , p0,m) %initial distribution parameters
input: N %population size
input: ρ %seletion ratio
input: T %number of iterations
for t from 0 to T − 1, %CE iteration main loop
for i from 1 to N ,
draw x
(i)
from Bernoulli
m(pt) %draw N samples
ompute fi := f(x
(i)) %evaluate them
sort fi-values in desending order
γt+1 := fρ·N %level set threshold
Et+1 := {x
(i) | f(x(i)) ≥ γt+1} %get elite samples
p′j :=
(∑
x
(i)∈E χ(x
(i)
j =1)
)
/(ρ ·N)
%get parameters of nearest distrib.
pt+1,j := α · p
′
j + (1− α) · pt,j %update with step-size α
end loop
Table 5. Pseudo-ode of the ross-entropy method for Bernoulli distributions
The update rule of the parameters is essentially the same as eq. 6 for the Bernoulli
ase:
p′j,k :=
∑
x
(i)∈E χ(x
(i)
j =k)∑
x
(i)∈E 1
=
∑
x
(i)∈E χ(x
(i)
j =k)
ρ ·N
.(7)
Note that onstraint
∑K
k=1 p
′
j,k = 1 is satised automatially for eah j.
5. Desription of experiments
All of the learning experiments used CE, whih means drawing a population of
poliies from some distribution, evaluating them by playing the game, and updating
the distribution parameters.
5.1. Learning a poliy from a hand-oded rulebase. In the rst experiment,
we onstruted a rulebase by hand. It onsisted of K = 40 rules that were onsid-
ered potentially useful. The agent had to learn whih rules to use, together with
the orresponding priorities.
From the rulebase, poliies were onstruted via the following mehanism: a
poliy had m = 30 rule slots. For eah 1 ≤ i ≤ m, slot i was lled with a rule
from the rulebase with probability pi, and left empty with probability 1− pi. Eah
slot had a xed priority from the set {1, 2, 3}. For eah element of this set, we had
10 slots.
2
If it was deided that a slot should be lled, then a partiular rule j
(1 ≤ j ≤ K) was seleted with probability qi,j , where
∑K
j=1 qi,j = 1 for eah slot
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. As a result, poliies ould ontain up to 30 rules, but possibly muh
less.
Both the pi values and the qi,j values were learnt simultaneously with the CE
method (Table 5), using the update rules (6) and (7), respetively. This gave a total
ofm+m ·K parameters to optimize (although the eetive number of parameters is
2
Aording to our preliminary experiments, the quality of the learned poliy did not improve
by inreasing the priority set or the number of the slots.
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muh less, beause the qi,j values of unused slots are irrelevant). Initial probabilities
were set to pi = 1/2 and qi,j = 1/K.
In eah iteration, a population of N = 300 poliies were drawn aording to the
atual probabilities. The value of a poliy was the average sore reahed in three
onseutive games. Seletion ratio and step size were set to ρ = 0.05 and α = 0.6,
respetively. Furthermore, in eah iteration during learning, we slowly deayed the
slot usage probabilities pi with deay fator β = 0.98. This hoie slightly biased
the optimization towards shorter poliies.
5.2. Automatially onstruted rulebase. In this experiment, we applied the
same poliy seletion mehanism as in the previous experiment, but we did not use
a hand-oded rulebase. At the beginning of learning, rules were drawn randomly for
eah (i, j) pair with i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. A random rule is a random
pair of a randomly drawn ondition set and a randomly drawn ation. Random
ondition sets ontained 1, 2, or 3 onditions. These rules were not hanged during
learning, only their orresponding probabilities were optimized.
The following parameter values were used: population size: N = 1000, number
of rule slots: m = 90, number of possible rules in eah slot: K = 100, seletion
ratio: ρ = 0.05, step-size: α = 0.6, deay rate: β = 0.98.
5.3. Baseline experiments. A large amount of domain knowledge was used while
onstruting the high-level observations and ations, whih is obviously a key fa-
tor in reahing good performane. In order to isolate and assess the ontribution
of learning, we performed two additional experiments with dierent amounts of
domain knowledge and no learning.
In the rst non-learning experiment, we used the rulebase of 40 hand-oded
rules (idential to the rulebase of the rst learning experiment). Ten rules were
seleted at random, and random priorities were assigned to them. We measured
the performane of poliies onstruted in this way.
In the seond non-learning experiment, we hand-oded a full poliy (both rules
and priorities). The poliy is shown in Table 3, and has been onstruted by some
trial-and-error. Naturally, the poliy was onstruted before knowing the results of
the learning experiments.
In the nal experiment, ve human subjets were asked to play the rst level
of Pa-Man and we measured their performanes. Eah of the subjets has played
Pa-Man and/or similar games before, but none of them was an experiened player.
6. Experimental results
Human experiments were performed on the rst level of an open-soure Pa-
Man lone of Courtillat (2001). For the other experiments we applied the Delphi
re-implementation of the ode.
In both learning experiments, 10 parallel learning runs were exeuted, eah one
for 300 episodes. This training period was suient to tune all probabilities either
to 0 or 1, so the learned poliy ould be determined in all ases. Eah obtained
poliy was tested by using it for 50 onseutive games, giving a total of 500 test
games per experiment.
In the non-learning experiments the agents played 500 test games, too, using ran-
dom poliies and the hand-oded poliy, respetively. Eah human subjet played
20 games, giving a total of 100 test games.
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Table 6. Paman results. Maximum available sore is 13900. See
text for details.
Method Mean High # of rules
Random rulebase + CE 6312 13900 3.9
Hand-oded rulebase + CE 7636 13900 8.0
Hand-oded rulebase + random rules 257 2010 10
Hand-oded poliy 5670 10660 9
Human play 8064 >13900
3
-
Both the average sores and the high sores are summarized in Table 6. Compar-
ing sores for hand-oded domain knowledge with and without learning, we found
that the ontribution of ross-entropy learning is signiant. The average number
of rules in the learned poliies shown in the last olumn of the table, varies. Poliies
found by the learning methods performed better than the hand-oded poliies and
they were shorter on the average.
On the other hand, the learned poliies are still far from being optimal, and
ould not reah the level of non-experiened human players. We investigated how
the game is played by various poliies in order to identify the possible reasons
of superior human performane. It seems that the major aw of the rule-based
poliies is that they annot eat all ghosts when the ghosts turn blue. This is a
serious handiap. For example, if the agent an eat only three ghosts after ghosts
turn blue, but otherwise plays perfetly, it an only reah 13900− 4 · 1600 = 7500
points. The task of athing all ghosts in a limited time period an be suessful
only if all the ghosts are nearby, and this requires strategi planning: power dots
should be eaten only after all ghosts have been lured lose to it. The set of available
high level observations does not enable suh planning: the agent annot observe how
sattered the ghosts are or how far the farthest ghost is. This type of information is
easily available for human players, who `see' the board and observe the topologial
struture of the maze.
7. Disussion
7.1. The role of domain knowledge. When demonstrating the abilities of an
RL algorithm, it is often required that learning starts from srath, so that the
ontribution of learning is learly measurable. However, the hoie of test problem is
often misleading: many `abstrat' domains ontain onsiderable amount of domain
knowledge in an impliit way. As an example, onsider gridworld navigation tasks,
an often used lass of problems for `tabula rasa' learning. In a simple version of the
gridworld navigation task, the state is an integer that uniquely identies the position
of the agent, and the atomi ations are moves to grid ells north/south/east/west
from the atual ell.
The onepts of north, south, et. orresponds to very high-level abstration,
they have has a meaning to humans only, so they are domain knowledge. In fat,
3
Humans ould oasionally sore 100 points by `eating' fruits. This option was not imple-
mented in the mahine-play version.
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they are very similar to the domain knowledge provided by us, the high-level obser-
vations and ations: observations like `distane of nearest ghost is d' or 'Pa-Man
is at position (11, 2)' are both high-level observations. Similarly, ation 'go north'
and ation 'go towards the nearest power dot' are essentially of the same level.
The impliit presene of high-level onepts beomes even more apparent as we
move from abstrat MDPs to the `real-world'. Consider a roboti implementation
of the maze task: the observation of the state is not available for the robot. It sees
only loal features and it may not see all loal features at a time. To obtain the
exat position, or to move by one unit length in the presribed diretion, the robot
has to integrate information from movement sensors, optial/radar sensors et.
Suh information fusion, although neessary, but does not belong to reinforement
learning. Thus, in this task, there is a great amount of domain knowledge that
needs to be provided before our CE based poliy searh method ould be applied.
Naturally, assessing the eetiveness of a learning algorithm is more diult
for non-abstrat tasks, beause we have to measure the ontribution of human
knowledge somehow. Our experiments with random and hand-piked poliies intend
to estimate the ontribution of (a varying amount of) human knowledge.
In our opinion, the role of human knowledge is that it selets the set of ob-
servations and ations that suit the learning algorithm. Suh extra knowledge
is typially neessary for most appliations. Nonetheless, numerous (more-or-less
suessful) approahes exist for obtaining suh domain knowledge automatially.
Aording to one approah, the set of observations is hosen from a rih (and re-
dundant) set of observations by some feature seletion method. The ross-entropy
method seems promising here, too (see Szita, 2006, for an appliation to feature
seletion from brain fMRI data at the 2006 Pittsburgh Brain Ativity Interpreta-
tion Competition). Aording to a dierent approah, suessful ombinations of
lower level rules an be joined into higher level onepts/rules. Mahine learning
has powerful tools here, e.g., arithmeti oding for data ompression (Witten et al.,
1987). It is applied in many areas, inluding the writing tool Dasher developed by
Ward and MaKay (2002). Suh extensions are to be inluded into the framework
of reinforement learning.
7.2. Low-omplexity poliies. The spae of legal poliies is huge (potentially
innite), so it is an interesting question how searh an be eetive in this huge
spae. Diret searh is formidable. We think that an impliit bias towards low-
omplexity poliies an be useful. Solutions an be used as building bloks in a
ontinued searh of low-omplexity poliies. Low-omplexity poliy here means
that even if a poliy onsists of very many rules, in most ases, only a few of them
is applied in the game.
4
Unused rules do not get rewarded (nor do they get punished
unless they limit a useful rule), so the eetive length of poliies is biased towards
short poliies. This impliit bias is strengthened by an expliit one in our work:
the probabilities of appliation of a rule deay, so indierent rules get wiped out
soon.
The bias towards short poliies redues the eetive searh spae onsiderably.
Further, for many real-life problems, low-omplexity solutions exist (for an ex-
ellent analysis of possible reasons, see Shmidhuber, 1997). Therefore, searh is
4
Of ourse, it is possible to onstrut long poliies so that eah rule gets applied. However,
the hane is tiny that we nd long poliies by random sampling.
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onentrated on a relevant part of the poliy spae, and pays less attention to more
omplex (and therefore less likely) poliies.
7.3. Summary and Outlook. In this artile we proposed a method that learns to
play Pa-Man. We have dened a set of high-level observation and ation modules
with the following properties: (i) ations are temporally extended, (ii) ations are
not exlusive; ations may work onurrently. Our method an unover ation
ombinations together with their priorities. Thus, our agent an pursue multiple
goals in parallel.
The deision of the agent onerns whether an ation module should be turned
on (if it is o) or o (if it is on). Further, deisions depend on the urrent obser-
vations and may depend on the state of ation modules. The poliy of the agent
is represented as a list of if-then rules with priorities. Suh poliies are easy to
interpret and analyze. It is also easy to inorporate additional human knowledge.
The ross-entropy method is used for learning poliies that play well. Learning
is biased towards low-omplexity poliies, whih is a onsequene of both the pol-
iy representation and the applied learning method. The learned poliies reahed
better sore than the hand-oded poliy, and neared the sore of average human
players.
The applied arhiteture has the potentials to handle large, strutured
observation- and ation-spaes, partial observability, temporally extended and on-
urrent ations. Despite its versatility, poliy searh an be eetive, beause it is
biased towards low-omplexity poliies. These properties are attrative from the
point of view of large-sale appliations.
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Appendix: The low-omplexity Modular Poliy Framework
8. A ritique of Markov deision proesses
Modelling RL problems as (nite) Markov deision proesses (MDPs) has proved
very fruitful both in the theoretial grounding and in some pratial appliations.
However, beause of the simpliations of the MDP model, suh as full observability,
the Markov property, nite and unstrutured state- and ation spae, equal sized
time steps et., it does not sale well for typial real-life" appliations. Therefore,
most of the reent researh in RL tries to extend the MDP framework in various
diretions or tries to nd alternative models.
The MDP model is too general in some respets as it has been noted e.g. in
Lane and Smart (2005): an RL algorithm is expeted to solve any MDPs (at least
approximately) in the same manner, and it is well known that this annot be done
faster than polynomial in the number of the states. However, pratial problems
often have billions of states and polynomial time solutions are intratable. Nonethe-
less, many of these problems have ompat strutured desriptions that might en-
able more spei algorithms. We also note that omputational intratability, e.g.,
the urse of dimensionality", severely restrits MDPs and its extensions, e.g., par-
tially observable MDPs (POMDPs), preditive state representations, observable
operator models, semi-MDPs, with a few notable exeptions like fatored MDPs.
We ollet here several requirements that have to be resolved for large-sale,
real-life" RL tasks. We argue that these requirements an be handled in a unied
way, provided that the attributes of the agent, suh as ation, state, and memory,
are treated on equal footings, and that the agent is haraterized by a (fatored)
set of modules. Eah of these modules may be state-like, ation-like et., or even
the mixture of these. We show that in this formalism, poliy is a module to module
mapping that makes mathematis simple. This is true even for omplex poliies
involving partial observability, memory management, attention fousing or parallel
ations, issues that emerge in many pratial problems.
We also show that if the omplexity of the poliy is low then, in our formal-
ism, the learning task beomes tratable without further ompromises. We provide
an algorithm that learns low-omplexity modular poliies in the form of deision
queues, show that it is onvergent, and  in the idealisti limit ase  it nds the
optimum.
9. Modular representation: An informal desription
9.1. An illustrative example. Let us onsider driving a ar in the ity in order
to list the hallenges of real-life RL agents. When driving towards a destination,
the driver has to ross intersetions, has to pass other ars, and has to obey the
tra signs and tra lights. Unfortunately, the driver annot observe everything
about its urrent situation, e.g. if one looks to the left, she annot see what is
on the right; if she looks at the mileometer, she annot see what is happening
on the road (partial observability). She deides where to look depending on the
situation: at the ar before her, the tra signs, the ontrol panel, or something
else (attention fousing). She is aided by her short-term memory : she remembers
reent observations. She is engaged in parallel multiple ativities : steers and speeds
up for an overtake, uses the brake and looks around in a rossing. Suh ombined
ations are typial in driving. The durations of the ations and events may vary,
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and are not well dened (non-uniform time steps). Also, ations an be ontinuous,
like braking, or disrete, like swithing the lights on. Similarly, observations an
also be ontinuous, like the distane from the rossing, or disrete, like the olor of
tra light.
Although the poliy of the driver is very omplex, only a tiny fration of the
possible poliies is ever tried. For example, most drivers may never try to nd out
the immediate reward for looking right, pushing the brake, steering the wheels to
the right, getting into a small street, then getting the ar straight, to speed up and
look bak, not to mention other ombinations, like looking right and turning the
wheels left. Despite the omplexity of the poliy, it is built up from simple ones by
means of simple ombination rules.
9.2. Modules. As the above desription illustrates, all the attributes of the agent,
its observations, ations and memory have muh in ommon: (1) they have fator-
ized struture (2) they an be either ontinuous or disrete (3) they an be inu-
ened by the poliy and (4) the poliy an be inuened by them. Furthermore,
the distintion between them is blurred, e.g. the ation `turn bak to see what's
behind me' is an observation, manipulates memory, and fouses attention (what to
observe). Therefore it seems reasonable to treat them as dierent forms of a single
onept that we will all modules. We an talk about observation-like, memory-like
or ation-like modules, but these onepts are not neessarily exlusive.
Using suh a representation, the agent is desribed by a set of modules. These
modules onstitute a fatored representation, and their domain is arbitrary (ontin-
uous or disrete). Naturally, the agent itself an modify only some of its modules,
others are inuened by its environment and again, these two sets are not exlusive.
9.2.1. Preserving omputational tratability. Beause of the fatored struture, it
is possible that the deisions of the agent depend only on a few modules, and
aet only a few other ones. Therefore, we have the opportunity to express simple
ativities with simple (short) poliy desriptions. This enables us to make the poliy
searh tratable by restriting searh to simple poliies.
We shall dene 'simpliity' rigorously in the next setion. Basially, we are
looking for poliies that are omposed of relatively few deisions and these deisions
have ompat desriptions about their onditions and their eets. Then we an
manage the searh, whih is polynomial in the size of the problem desription. This
restrited poliy spae still ontains interesting poliies: many real-life solutions
have simple strutures, despite of the size of the state spae. Problems with omplex
(near-)optimal solutions are hard for humans, too, and they are outside of our
present onsiderations.
9.3. Advantages of modular representation. Below we summarize the ex-
peted advantages of the modular representation. Firstly, we are able to handle
partial observability, memory, and in partiular, fous of attention. Seondly, be-
ause of the unied treatment of various agent attributes, poliies assume a simple
form despite of their omplexities ompared to, e.g. memoryless MDP poliies.
Furthermore, we an handle omposite attributes, e.g. a single module may have
observation-like and ation-like omponents. The fatored representation enables
us to use multiple state variables and/or multiple parallel ations and, in turn,
many interesting problems may have ompat desriptions. And nally, we an
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use dierential poliy representation (the poliy presribes how to hange the a-
tual representation), simple poliies an have ompat desriptions. Thus, we an
restrit our searhes to the set of simple poliies.
9.4. Related literature. Due to the limitations of spae, we an mention only
the most relevant frameworks and methods.
The general framework for handling partial observability is the POMDP frame-
work Murphy (2005), but reently, other alternatives were also proposed, inluding
preditive state representations Singh et al. (2003) and observable operator mod-
els Jaeger (1999). In POMDPs, memory and attention are handled impliitly,
but there are also numerous methods that use expliit memory management, e.g.
memory bits, nite state mahines, variable-length history suxes, or attention fo-
using. Another diretion that extends MDP is the semi-MDP (SMDP) framework
Sutton et al. (1999), whih enables e.g. the use of parallel, varying-length ations
(although they must be synhronized). SMDP is also used in hierarhial methods
Barto and Mahadevan (2003).
These models are all extensions of MDPs, so general solution algorithms for them
are omputationally at least as intratable as for MDPs or may be even harder.
Funtion approximation (FAPP) and diret poliy searh (see e.g. Sutton et al.
(2000)) are two ommon and suessful tehniques for reduing omplexity. How-
ever, poliies learnt by poliy searh and/or FAPP keep many of the MDP restri-
tions; they are memoryless, use reative poliies, and an not handle parallel and
varying-length ations. Furthermore, onstraints of the parameter spae introdue
other restritions that are often non-intuitive.
In our approah, state spae representation is similar to fatored MDPs (e.g.
Guestrin et al. (2003)), but we proeed by poliy searh instead of learning value
funtions.
10. Formal desription of the low-omplexity modular poliy
framework
Often, non-modiable omponents, suh as the value of an observation, or the
exeution of a longer ation, have related omponents that ontrol its usage, e.g.
if we an observe that variable, if the ation is running or not, or if the relevane
of the omponent is high or low for the agent. Therefore, it seems pratial to
dene modules as pairs, onsisting of (i) the output value of the module, and (ii)
the extent that the module is used or whether it is used at all. In priniple, the
range of output values an be from an arbitrary set, but for the sake of simpliity,
we restrit it to (subsets of) real numbers. Also, we an restrit modules to on and
o states {0, 1} that an be swithed, or we an use real numbers to represent their
inuene, whih an be tuned on a ontinuous sale.
Denition 10.1 (Module). a pair (w, x) is alled a module, where x ∈ R is the
atual output value of the module, and w ∈ R is its inuene..
Denition 10.2 (Modular state representation). For m ≥ 1, the ordered set
((w1, x1), . . . , (wm, xm)) is alled an m-dimensional modular state representation,
if (wi, xi) is a module for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The set of modular state representations
for a xed m is denoted by M.
Let Π be the set of all M → M mappings. A modular poliy pi that belongs
to Π an be subjet to restritions. For example, we may ensure that the poliy is
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onstrained to legal ations and the agent does not exeute ations that are unsafe
or ontraditory, it annot modify the atual values of the observations et. Suh
onstraints will be enoded by a problem-spei mapping δ : P ×P → P . δ is the
internal dynamis and maps the urrent representation and the one proposed by
the poliy to the realized state representation. We shall also limit the omplexity
of the poliies; subset Π0 will denote the set of `simple' poliies (see later).
We dene the environment of the agent as a general ontrollable dynami proess
that provides observable quantities and rewards. We do not assume anything, e.g.
full observability, beyond that.
Denition 10.3 (Environment). Let S, O and A be arbitrary state, observation
and ation spaes, respetively. The environment is a tuple (s0, σ, ω, ρ), where
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
• σ : S ×A× S → [0, 1] is the transition funtion of the environment,
• ω : S ×O → [0, 1] is the observation funtion,
• ρ : S → R is the reward funtion.
The agent is determined by its poliy, its internal dynamis, and the interfaes
that map primitive observations to modules and modules to primitive ations (and
may handle oniting ations).
Denition 10.4 (Modular representation agent). For a given observation spae
O and ation spae A, a modular representation agent is a tuple (m0, φ, δ, ψ, pi),
where
• m0 ∈ M is the initial module representation,
• φ : O ×M →M is the input interfae that tells the eet of observations
on the modules of the agent,
• ψ : M → A is the output interfae that translates modules to primitive
ations,
• pi :M→M is the poliy of the agent,
• δ :M×M→M is the internal dynamis of the agent.
With these denitions, we an formally desribe the agent-environment intera-
tion: onsider an environment E = (s0, σ, ω, ρ) and a modular representation agent
G = (m0, φ, δ, ψ, pi). At t = 0, the environment is in state s0 and the agent is in
state m0. The interation is as follows:
ot ∼ ω(st, .) (observation)
rt := ρ(st) (reward)
m
′
t := φ(ot,mt) (observation-and-module-to-module mapping)
∆mt := pi(m
′
t) (deision of the agent)
mt+1 := δ(m
′
t,∆mt) (internal dynamis)
at+1 := ψ(mt+1) (module-to-ation mapping)
st+1 ∼ σ(st, at+1, .) (environment dynamis)
The deision task an be formalized by xing the parameters of the environment
and the interfae:
Denition 10.5. A modular sequential deision problem is given by an environ-
ment E, a set of allowed poliies Π0 and a family of agents {G(pi) : pi ∈ Π0} with
xed interfae mappings and internal dynamis, and a disount fator 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
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A solution of this problem is a poliy pi∗ for whih the expeted disounted u-
mulative reward,
E(r0 + γr1 + γ
2r2 + . . .)
is maximal, supposed that the system is working aording to the equations above.
10.1. Low-omplexity modular poliies. We have to dene a restrited poliy
set Π0. There are dierent approahes for bounding omplexity: one an desribe
poliies with a xed (small) number of parameters (used e.g. in poliy searh
methods), deision trees, or deision queues. As an example, we shall apply deision
queues here, whih is a exible struture and ts niely into the general optimization
algorithm to be utilized.
A deision queue is an unordered list of rules, where every rule assumes the form
[priority℄ : if Cond(mt) then ∆mt := pi
a(mt),
where Cond(mt) is a Boolean expression depending on the urrent module repre-
sentation, pia is a poliy, whih is onsidered atomi, and priority ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
determines the order of the rules in the queue. The ation taken by a deision queue
is determined by heking all the rules in the order of their priorities (ties are bro-
ken arbitrarily). We hoose the rst rule with satised onditions, and exeute its
presribed atomi poliy.
To ahieve low omplexity, both the onditions and the atomi poliies are hosen
from a nite set with polynomial size in the number of modules, and the number
of priorities is also kept low. This ensures that the building bloks have simple
(short) enodings. Furthermore, the number of building bloks in a queue will be
also limited. Poliies of this kind will be alled low-omplexity modular poliies
(LCM poliies).
11. Finding optimal LCM poliies
Let R be the set of possible rules and N be the maximum number of allowed
rules in a poliy. For all n ∈ [1, . . . , N ], let Rn ⊆ R be a subset of appliable rules
belonging to index n and Pn ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} is the subset of appliable priorities. Let
Π0 be the set of allowed priority queues. To apply the CE method, we dene a
distribution over Π0: in episode z, let us denote the probability that rule n will
be seleted by p
(z)
n . If rule n is used, we have |Rn| hoies of rules to hoose from.
The probability of the ith one is denoted by q
(z)
ni . We draw from 2N independent
Bernoulli distributions with 2, . . . , 2, |R1|, . . . , |RN | hoies. We an diretly apply
the CE method to them: in eah episode, we draw a population of poliies aording
to the urrent distribution, try them to get their umulated reward, selet the elite,
and use Eq. 6 to update the distribution.
We prefer short poliies: probabilities p
(z)
n are disounted by a fator β < 1 in
eah step.
11.1. Convergene. It is known that under mild regularity onditions, the CE
method onverges with probability 1 Margolin (2004). Furthermore, for a su-
iently large population, the global optimum is found with high probability.
The CE method has beome attrative through a large number of experimental
evidenes that  even with small populations  it nds good loal optima of large,
hard instanes of NP-hard problems (f. referenes in de Boer et al. (2004)). Also,
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performane is insensitive to the partiular hoie of optimization parameters in a
broad range, so little ne-tuning is neessary.
12. Applying the LCMP Framework to Pa-Man
As we ould see, some kind of proessing of the input (and possibly output)
is neessary to make the learning problem tratable. This is easy; one an im-
plement potentially useful features and primitive ations similar those applied by
human players, e.g. `the distane of the nearest ghost/pellet/power pellet', `average
distane of ghosts/pellets', `length of urrent orridor', `go towards the nearest pel-
let/power pellet/edible ghost', `keep diretion', `go away from nearest ghost', et.
The real hallenge is how to utilize these modules and how to ombine them.
These features are inherently ontinuous and modular, some of the ations may
run side-by-side (e.g. `go to nearest pellet' and `keep diretion'), others may onit,
and their duration may vary. Any of the observations may prove useful in ertain
situations, but the agent will never need all of them at one. All of these properties
are in onordane with the LCMP framework and this framework an be readily
applied if features and primitive ations are all treated as modules. Note that
Pa-Man's poliy may be non-Markovian, beause CE does not exploit the Markov
property.
13. Disussion
The LCMP framework provides a general model for formalizing reinforement
learning problems. In this model, the agent's state representation is a set of parallel
modules that an be swithed. Modules unify observations, ations and memory in
a mathematially simple, general onept. We showed that modular poliies satisfy
a number of desirable requirements in a natural way. By bounding the omplexity
of modular poliies, the learning problem beomes tratable. To demonstrate this,
we desribed an appliatoin of the framework to Pa-Man.
We note that our formalism allows one to provide a large amount of pre-wired
knowledge (suh as those used in the Pa-Man experiments). For many real-life
problems, suh knowledge is easily available, and we believe that it is also neessary
for obtaining good performane. The problem, how to emerge high-level onepts
by mahine learning is out of the sope of the present study. We also note that
we are not aware of any RL method that would be able to handle the large state
spae, partial observability, parallel and varying-length ativities that are present
in the full-sale Pa-Man game.
Exploration of the potentials of LCM poliies is still at an early stage, so there
are many open questions. For example, it is unlear how to perform redit as-
signment, i.e. how to deide the ontribution of a given rule to the total perfor-
mane of the poliy. Buket brigade-like methods applied in evolutionary methods
Bull and Kovas (2005) seem promising here.
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